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ABSTRACT 
This paper contains manageable necessary and sufficient conditions for the nuclearity of a class 
of locally convex topological vector spaces which are both projective and inductive limits of Hilbert 
spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the first section we consider dual systems of topological vector spaces, 
SO(~) and h(,), as described in [EGK]. These dual systems are characterized 
by a directed set @ of Bore1 functions on R” and a set d of n strongly 
commuting self-adjoint operators. 
In the second section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
nuclearity of the spaces presented in section 1. 
We start with the introduction of special sets of real valued Bore1 functions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let @ denote a set of Bore1 functions on I?‘, bounded on 
bounded Borel sets of R”, which is directed in the sense of the usual partial 
ordering of functions. The set Q, has the following properties: 
A.I. Each v, E CD is nonnegative and the Bore1 function A++ q?(A)-‘x,(A) is 
bounded on bounded Bore1 sets. 
Here v, denotes the set II?” \ q+({O}) and xe is the characteristic 
functi& of (0. 
A.11. The suppork a, of p E ~3 cover the whole IR”, i.e. 
rn” = u {a E lR”~qJ(a)>o}. 
0E@ 
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In the above definition we use multi-index notation. So 
m=(ml, . . . . m,) and /ml = [ml/ + Irn21 + ..a + Im,l. 
Further Q, denotes the cube {A E PI&E [mk- l,mk), 1 slcsn}. 
Starting from the set @ we define a second set @+ of Bore1 functions on IR”. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The set @ ’ consists of functions f on R” with the properties: 
(i) f is a nonnegative Bore1 function such that A-f(A)-‘xf(A) is bounded on 
bounded Bore1 sets. 
6) vi, Q sup f(Om<~. 
rleiR” 
LEMMA 1.3. The set @+ is a directed set of Bore1 functions which are 
bounded on bounded Bore1 sets of R”. The set Qpf satisfies A.I-III. 
PROOF. See [EGK], lemma 1.5. 0 
Let X denote a separable Hilbert space and let &i, . . . , J& denote n strongly 
commuting self-adjoint operators in X all taken fixed throughout this paper. 
Let (&‘)),. R denote the spectral resolution of the identity corresponding to 
the self-adjoint operator s!“, 1 ~ksn. Then to any Bore1 set d in IR” of the 
form d =dt x --. xd, we link the spectral projection 
cQl)= li @%&). 
k=l 
Since the sets d generate the whole a-algebra B(R”) of Bore1 sets in IR”, the 
above defined mapping d extends to a projection valued measure on the whole 
of B(R”). We denote this extension by 8. 
I is called the joint resolution of the identity belonging to the n-tuple 
d=(&!&...,dn). 
Corresponding to each Bore1 function p, bounded on bounded Bore1 sets we 
introduce the nonnegative self-adjoint operator 
&4=c44,..., 4) = I HW4. 
R” 
By ~1~’ we mean A-p(k)-‘x,(n). (We agree that 03.0=0.) 
The meaning of 9 - ‘(a) is clear if we require that a, -t is bounded on 
bounded Bore1 sets of R”. 
DEFINITION 1.4. @W) = {d4lP E @I. 
Next two spaces G and G+ are introduced. 
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DEFINITION 1.5. The dense subspace G of X is defined by 
G= u I(d)X. 
A EL?&‘?“) 
Here B&R”) denotes the set of all bounded Bore1 sets of II?“. The space G+ 
consists of all mappings F from Bb(Rn) into X with the property 
F(d,n&)=&(d2>Wd, ~,,~,~B,W”). 
Such mappings F are called spectral trajectories. The Hilbert space X is 
embedded in G+ by the mapping emb defined by 
emb &):A w &(d)x, A EBB. 
Let q~ be a Bore1 function, which is bounded on bounded Bore1 sets of If?“. 
For each A E Bb(iRn) the operator q&+Ql) is bounded in X. The space q&&)X 
is defined to be the subspace of G+ which consists of all mappings of the form 
A - $@m4 “N, x E x&4x. 
So each element w E q~(d)X corresponds precisely to one element x,,,E 
rzx&x!)X. We turn q(d)X into a Hilbert space by defining the nondegenerate 
inner product 
(WI, w2)q = (xw,‘xw*)x~ wi E fp(d)X. 
Now we are in a position to define two special subspaces of G+. 
DEFINITION 1.6. 
The topology q,,d for SGcd) is the inductive limit topology generated by the 
Hilbert spaces c&PI’)X. 
We note that in general Se(&) is a nonstrict inductive limit. 
DEFINITION 1 .I. Let f E Q, ‘. The seminorm sf on SOCdl is defined by 
Sf(W) = Ilf(Jm//x= Ilf coP(~)~WII¶ w= h4xw E %(d). 
LEMMA 1.8. The topology oind for So(d) is generated by the seminorms sf, 
fE@‘. 
PROOF. See [EGK], theorem 1.7. 0 
DEFINITION 1.9. The space TDCd) denotes the subspace of G+ which consists 
of all spectral trajectories F with the property 
lfq E G : &cI?‘)F E emb (X). 
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The topology Zproj is the locally convex topology for T@(,) generated by the 
seminorms tCp, p E CD, defined by 
t,(F) = IId~Y7Ix~ FE Ta(,). 
We recall that a locally convex vector space Y is nuclear iff for each continuous 
seminorm Q there exists a continuous seminorm v such that Q s v and such that 
the canonical embedding <-+ ?$ is a nuclear mapping. Here pQ denotes the 
Banach closure of V/{ u E Y [Q(U) = 0} etc. See [T], definition 50.1. 
2. THE NUCLEARITY OF Secdj AND Tecdj 
This section contains the main result of this paper. The following concept is 
important: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A nonnegative fUnCtiOn m on F? iS a @-multiplier iff 
V vE&&Q~cdm~~w. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) The space SGCdj is nuclear. 
00 EJu,d V&D+ : fp(d)f(d) is a nuclear mapping from X into X. 
(iii) There exists a Q, ‘-multiplier m such that m(J) 11 and m - ‘(&‘) is a 
nuclear mapping from X into X. 
PROOF. (i) * (ii). Take v, E @ and f cz @ ‘. There exists g E @ + such that gzf 
and thAcanonica1 embedding (SQ<& +(S,&&, is nuclear. A representation 
of (&,Q&, is g- ‘(d)X and a representation of (S&& is f - ‘(d)X. 
So g-‘(d)f(d) is a nuclear operator from X into X. Since q(a)g(&) is a 
bounded operator, the operator &d)f(d) is a nuclear mapping from X into 
X. (ii)*(iii). It follows from A.11 and A.111 that for each mEZ” there exist 
d> 0 and qr E @ such that xQ,s dp. Hence xQm(d) is nuclear for all m E Z”. So 
the joint spectrum of d is discrete and has no accumulation points #o E R”. 
Let (A& be an enumeration of the eigenvalues of JC!. Put 
ak = dim N(&-- 2,) E N and b, = I Fo ak = trace kQ,(d)). 
x m 
Define 
l= 1 (I+ b&Q,- 
meiz” 
We show that 1 is a @+-multiplier. 
Take a, E @, f E @ + . There exist ry E @, g E @ + and d> 0 such that for all 
mfzZ.” 
Put 
M: = sup r(k)f(n)q@). 
AEIR” 
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Then 
5 4 sup g(J.) y/(L) + trace (gW)w(d))) < 00. 
Hence I is a @ ’ -multiplier. 
Choose k so large that C, (1 + IRZ~)-~< 00. The function 
m: = c (l + Irnl)% +~dxQ, m 
is also a @+-multiplier because Q, + satisfies A.111. Further it is clear that 
m(A) 2 1 and 
trace (m-‘(d))=trace ( c (1 + Iml)-k(l +bm)-lXQ,(d)) 
m 
s g (1+ Imj)-k<a. 
So m - ‘(a) is a nuclear operator from X into X. 
(iii)*(i). Take f E @J + . Then mf E @ + , mf 2.f and the canonical embedding 
(S&&,?i-+(S&&J is nuclear because (mf) - ‘(&)f(~/) = m - ‘(a) is a nuclear 
operator from X into X. 0 
DEFINITION 2.3. The set Q, satisfies the symmetry condition iff 
A.IV. VCEQ++Zl+,E&‘C>O: 55~~. 
REMARK. The set @+ satisfies the symmetry condition. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let @ satisfy A.IV. Then T@(,) equals SG+(&, as a topo- 
logical vector space. 
PROOF. See [EGK], theorem 4.2. q 
THEOREM 2.5. Let @ satisfy A.IV. The following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) The space TQCdj is nuclear. 
(ii) VP E Q Vf, Q + : PW)f W) is a nuclear operator from X into X. 
(iii) There exists a @-multiplier m such that m(A) 2 1 and m-‘(d) is a nuclear 
operator from X into X. 
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PROOF. SiUCe To(,) e.qUa]S s@+(&) topologically, we apply theorem 2.2 with 
@ + and @ ’ + in the role of @ and CD ‘. Since @ satisfies A.IV it follows that 
@’ +-multipliers are @-multipliers and vice versa. So (i) and (iii) are equi- 
valent . 
Finally, since @ C C#J ’ + and since @ satisfies A.IV, it also follows that (i) 
and (ii) are equivalent. q 
REMARK. A convenient sufficient condition of nuclearity of T#(&) is 
trace &&z!)) = 0((1 + Iml)k) for some k. 
In this case the function C, (1 +trace (‘Q&&)))Q, is a @-multiplier. 
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